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Abstract

This paper examines the factors affecting bank activities before and after the crisis in 2007. 

Using banking sector information in metropolitan statistical areas (MSAs) in the US from 

2001 to 2014, we find that credit supply and performance of banking sectors depend on MSA 

level-economic conditions, controlling for other factors. Before the crisis, banks in MSAs with 

higher real estate market prices show more lending and better accounting performance. After 

the crisis however, total bank loans do not depend on real-estate prices while MSAs with high-

er real-estate price indices provide more bank loans to households but fewer loans to commer-

cial and industrial borrowers. MSAs with more household loans show higher non-performing 

loan ratios (NPLs). In contrast, MSAs with more commercial and industrial loans show lower 

NPLs. Consequently, the banking sectors in MSAs with lower real-estate price indices have 

higher rates of return on assets (ROA). These results suggest that the recovery of real-estate 

markets does not necessarily lead to better performance by the surviving banks.
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住宅価格が銀行部門のパフォーマンスに与える影響
―米国におけるMSAデータから得られる証拠―

Sung Wook JOH and Seongjun JEONG

〈要 旨〉
本論文では、2007年の危機前後における銀行の行動に影響を与えた要因を検証し
ている。2001～2014年にわたる米国のMSAs（Metropolitan Statistical Areas）における
銀行部門のデータを用いることで、銀行部門の信用供給（credit supply）やパフォーマ
ンスは、他の要因をコントロールした場合、各地区レベルでの経済状況に依存するこ
とを発見した。危機以前、不動産価格指数がより高い地区の銀行では、より多くの貸
出とより高い企業業績を示していた。しかし、危機以降、貸付の合計は不動産価格指
数に依存しなくなる一方、不動産価格指数がより高い地区の銀行では、家計に対して
より多くの貸付を行い、商業・産業部門に対してはより少ない貸付を行っていた。家
計への貸付がより多い地区では、より高い不良債権比率が見られている。対照的に、
商業・産業部門への貸付がより多い地区では、より低い不良債権比率が見られてい
る。その結果、不動産価格指数がより低い地区における銀行部門では、より高い
ROA（総資本利益率）となっている。こうした結果は、不動産市場の回復は、必ずし
も存続している銀行のパフォーマンの改善に結びついていないことを示唆している。

JEL Classification Codes: G01, G20, G21

Keywords: 信用供給、銀行パフォーマンス、不動産市場、不良債権
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1.　Introduction

The 2007 subprime mortgage crisis in the US triggered a sharp decline in the economy and 

the financial sector. The collapse of the real-estate market followed by the collapse of the 

mortgage-backed securities and derivatives market jeopardized the solvency of financial insti-

tutions.

The US government has intervened with various monetary and fiscal policies to help the 

economy, but the real-sector economy has not quickly recovered. The US government ran 

large deficits during the post-crisis period and the Federal Reserve’s monetary stimulus provid-

ed capital to banks and set historically low interest rates. While the economy has passed its 

trough in the middle of 2009, until recently the real-sector economy has not fully recovered; 

unemployment rates were higher than before the crisis; per capita GDP has exceeded the 

pre-crisis level only recently; the price level of real-estate markets in 2014 remains below that 

of pre-crisis.

The long lasting recession led to the failure of about 2,000 financial institutions from 2007 

to 2014 including the failure of 740 US commercial banks during 2009–2012 (FDIC, 2015). 

However, as poorly performing banks exited the market, surviving banks increased their total 

lending, improved their accounting returns and reduced their non-performing loans.

In this study, we analyze the factors affecting banking sector activity and performance in the 

US during 2001–2014. Specifically, we examine how macro-economic and real-estate market 

conditions affect banks’ lending (credit supply) to households and commercial borrowers. In 

addition, we test how real-market conditions affect the performance of surviving banks. As 

business conditions and real-sector conditions differ across metropolitan statistical areas 

(MSA)1, we analyze the US banking sector, using quarterly banking sector information across 

370 MSAs.

We find that banking sector activities depend on the economic and real-estate market condi-

tions in MSAs. Before the crisis, total bank loans, especially loans to households, were higher 

in MSAs with higher real-estate prices. This is consistent with past studies showing that before 

1 In the United States, a metropolitan statistical area (MSA) is a geographical region with a relatively high 
population density at its core and close economic ties throughout the area. A typical metropolitan area is 
centered on a single large city that wields substantial influence over the region (e.g., Chicago or Atlanta). 
However, some metropolitan areas contain more than one large city with no single municipality holding a 
substantially dominant position (e.g., Dallas–Fort Worth metroplex, Norfolk-Virginia Beach (Hampton 
Roads), Riverside–San Bernardino or Minneapolis–Saint Paul). MSAs are defined by the Office of Man-
agement and Budget (OMB) and used by the Census Bureau and other federal government agencies for 
statistical purposes (Nussle, 2008).
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the crisis, household debt increased sharply, partially due to land price increases (Mian and 

Sufi, 2014; Rajan and Ramcharan, 2015). After the crisis however, banks in MSAs with higher 

real-estate price indices did not show more lending activity. While they still tend to show more 

bank loans to households, they have lower commercial and industrial (hereafter C&I) loans. 

Furthermore, bank loans to households lead to higher non-performing loans (NPLs) while C&I 

loans lead to lower NPLs. Consequently, the banking sectors in MSAs with lower real-estate 

price indices have higher rates of return on assets (ROA). These results suggest that the recov-

ery of real-estate markets does not necessarily lead to better performance by the surviving 

banks.

The US experience suggests that the performance of surviving banks during the post-crisis 

period does not depend on the recovery of real-estate markets. As shown by the failure of 740 

commercial banks, a large number of failing banks exited the market during 2009–2012. Our 

study suggests that the relatively strong, surviving banks increased their lending to commer-

cial borrowers after the crisis. Furthermore, the aggregate total lending of these surviving 

banks surpassed that of all banks. In sum, the banking sector regained its vitality and its activi-

ty.

Such findings shed light on the importance of restructuring for the recovery of a troubled 

banking sector. For the banking sector to recover from a banking crisis, poorly performing 

banks must be restructured.

Our empirical findings yield important implications for the recovery of the Japanese bank-

ing sector. Both the Japanese banking sector and the US banking sector experienced a real- 

estate market bubble and subsequent financial crisis (in the 1990s and in 2007, respectively). 

Like US banks in the 2000s, Japanese banks made loans taking real-estate market property as 

collateral, and the collapse of real-estate property values led to bank losses. Unlike the US 

banking sector which has recovered, however, the recovery of the Japanese banking sectors is 

very slow. The slow recovery of real-estate markets in Japan still adversely affects the sound-

ness of the balance sheets of creditor banks, and their new lending is lower. Some would argue 

that the recovery of the Japanese banking sector is slow due to the slow recovery of the 

real-estate market. However, our study shows that the real-estate market price level does 

not contribute to the performance of the banking sector, raising doubts about the necessity of 

real-estate market recovery for banking sector recovery. Instead, the differences in restru-

cturing might help account for the slow recovery of the Japanese banking sector.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews related literature. Section 3 de-

scribes background information on the banking sector in the US and Japan. Section 4 presents 
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our hypotheses. Section 5 describes the data and methodology used in our analysis. Section 6 

presents empirical results and Section 7 concludes.

2.　Related Literature

Previous studies showed that Japanese banking sector activities are related to the burst of 

real-estate market bubble (Gan, 2004, 2006; Hoshi and Kashyap, 2004; Peek and Rosengren, 

2000). A decline in the asset markets yields a negative shock to a financial health of banks, 

which negatively affects their ability to lend to existing and potential borrowing firms and con-

sequently the real-sector economy. In Japan, the exposure of top lenders to the real-estate mar-

ket negatively affects the investment and market valuation of borrowing firms (Gan, 2007).

The effects of the 2007 subprime mortgage crisis on the banking sector in the US are similar 

to those of the 1990 collapse of the real-estate bubble in Japan. After the onset of the financial 

crisis, US and non-US banks both reduced their lending to corporate firms in the US (Ivashina 

and Scharfstein, 2010; Chari et al., 2008). For example, in Germany, US crisis-affected sav-

ings banks were more likely than non-affected banks to reject loan applications (Puri et al., 

2011). Santos (2011) also finds that banks raised their loan prices as measured through the 

spreads on loans to firms. Moreover, banks that incurred larger losses had larger loan spreads. 

As the credit supply tightened, corporate investments declined (Duchin et al., 2010).

The collapse of the stock and real estate markets distorted incentives of banks as well. After 

the bubble burst in Japan, banks faced perverse incentives to reduce non-performing loans by 

providing additional credit to the weakest borrowing firms (evergreening, Peek and Rosen-

gren, 2005). Evergreening is more prevalent among weak banks that barely meet the required 

minimum capital ratios and have extensive corporate affiliations (Peek and Rosengren, 2005).

Previous studies showed that bank performance before and after a crisis depend on several 

factors. They include bank-specific variables such as its operational efficiency, growth of total 

loans, funding costs and business model (Dietrich and Wanzenried, 2011). In addition, the up-

per phase of the business cycle has a positive effect on bank performance (Staikouras and 

Wood, 2004; Athanasoglou et al., 2008). While the ex-ante effects of banking concentration 

are still not clear, theoretical and empirical studies argue that market concentration would af-

fect credit supply and their profits (Keeley, 1990, Demsetz et al., 1996, Jiménez et al., 2013, 

Boyd and De Nicolo, 2005).
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3.　Background information on the banking sector in US and Japan

3. 1.　Real estate market and banking sector in US

Before the subprime mortgage crisis, the US banking sector had grown quickly in the 

2000s. The average of total aggregate assets in MSAs increased from $6.9 billion in 2001 to 

$9.5 billion in 2008. Furthermore, aggregate loans in MSAs grew before the 2007 mortgage 

crisis (see Table 1). Household loans (especially those secured by real-estate properties) in-

creased dramatically from $3.0 billion to $4.4 billion during January 2001–June 2007. This 

rapid increase in household loans added to the real-estate market bubble. In contrast, commer-

cial and industrial loans increased from $1.5 billion to $1.8 billion during this time.

During the crisis from 2007 to 2009,2 the average Housing Price Index (HPI) across MSAs 

dropped by over 11.4%, causing the real-estate market bubble to burst (see Figure 2).

The collapse of the real-estate markets drove down the value of collaterals and increased the 

non-performing household loans secured by real-estates. Reflecting this collapse, a sharp drop 

in the mortgage-backed securities and derivatives market jeopardized the solvency of financial 

institutions. Household loans (especially those secured by real-estate properties) declined 

 2 We divide the period into three sub-periods based on the 2007 subprime mortgage crisis. The pre-crisis pe-
riod is from 2001:1Q to 2007:2Q, the during-crisis period is from 2007:3Q to 2009:2Q and the post-crisis 
period is from the 2009:3Q to 2014:4Q.

Figure 1  Quarterly trends of the average of aggregate assets and loans of 370 Metropolitan Statisti-
cal Areas (MSA).
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slightly after the 2007 subprime mortgage crisis from $4.3 billion in the third quarter of 2008 

to $4.0 billion in the last quarter of 2009 (see Figure 1). During the crisis, non-performing loan 

(NPL) ratios rose to 4.2% (see Figure 3), resulting in lower average rates of return on assets 

Figure 2  Quarterly trends of the Average Housing Price indices of 
370 Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA)

Figure 3  Quarterly trends of the average Non-Performing Loan Ratio 
(NPL ratio) in all MSAs.
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(ROA) (see Figure 4).

Many banks went bankrupt during and after the crisis. Before the crisis, the number of 

banks fell from 9,826 in the first quarter of 2001 to 8,605 in the second quarter of 2007 

(－2.1% per year; see Figure 5), in part due to takeovers by other banks. Compared to the 

Figure 4  4 quarter moving average rate of return on assets (ROA) of 
all banks in all MSAs.

Figure 5 Quarterly trends of total number of banks.
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pre-crisis period, the number of banks drops further during and after the crisis from 8,551 in 

the third quarter of 2007 to 6,528 in the last quarter of 2014 (－3.7% per year). Many of these 

disappearing banks were eventually liquidated.

The US banking sector has recovered after the crisis. Its aggregate loans increased from 

$4.5 billion in 2001 to $6.4 billion in 2008, fell to $5.5 billion in 2011, and rose to $8.0 billion 

in 2014. As bank assets grew faster than total loans however, the ratio of loans over assets has 

decreased after the crisis (see Figure 6). Although they slightly decreased to $8.5 billion in the 

first quarter of 2010 immediately after the crisis, they have gradually increased to $12.9 billion 

in December 2014. After the crisis, the profitability of the banking sector has improved.

3. 2.　Real estate market and banking sector in Japan

The US banking sector’s experience with the 2008 financial crisis partially resembles the 

Japanese banking sector’s experience with the real estate market bubble and stock market bub-

ble in the early 1990s. The land price index of all urban land had more than doubled from 

1980 to 1991, and the Nikkei 225 Stock Price Index had more than tripled from 1986 to 1989. 

Then, land prices had fallen sharply and stock prices also dropped. After the real estate bubble 

burst however, Japanese banking reforms and the behavior of its banks differed from those of 

the US. The 2008 crisis reduced the number of US commercial banks from 8,637 in 2007 to 

6,528 in 2014.

Figure 6  Quarterly trends of the average ratios of the loans over the assets of the banking sector in 
all MSAs.
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To contrast with the experience of the US banking sector around the 2008 crisis, we briefly 

describe the Japanese banking sector over the course of pre-crisis with high growth, the crisis 

in the late 1980s and early 1990s (bubble burst), and post-crisis (post-bubble period). The dis-

cussion is largely based on the past studies on the Japanese banking sector including Ozawa 

(1999), Ueda (2000) and Peek and Rosengren (2005).

First, Japanese banks experienced a high growth from the late 1970s to the mid 1980s even 

with the start of financial deregulation and liberalization. During this period, banks still pro-

vided an abundance of liquidity to borrowers which led to rising stock prices and real estate 

prices. However, there was a structural change in major borrowers from banks. With deregula-

tion in the capital markets, large non-financial firms switched their financing sources from 

bank borrowings to bond and equity issuances. As financial products based on bond and equity 

markets did not grow sharply for retail investors, banks still received a large portions of the in-

vestment funds in a fast-growing economy. In addition, banks had financed through CDs 

whose interest rates were deregulated. With abundant but more costly funding than before, 

large banks filled the vacuum of large corporate borrowers with small borrowers (that moved 

to large banks from small banks), and small banks filled the vacuum of small borrowers with 

real-estate-related loan borrowers. From the bank perspectives, real-estate-related loans were 

easy lending opportunities with low screening costs and low credit analysis techniques. As the 

land prices had increased, banks might have perceived a low risk of such loans.

Second, before the bubble burst period (the mid to late 1980s), the banking sector was char-

acterized by substantially rising asset prices supported by massive bank lending. With boom-

ing real-estate and stock markets, low domestic interest rates, and a strong yen, Japanese 

banks expanded aggressively during the late 1980s increasing their domestic loans and com-

mercial and industrial loans to foreign countries. For example, borrowers located in the US ac-

counted for 18 percent of all commercial and industrial loans of Japanese banks (Peek and 

Rosengren, 1997). By 1988, all of the world’s 10 largest banks were Japanese banks headquar-

tered in Japan.

Third, the 1990 crisis period was characterized by dramatically falling asset prices, leading 

to problems in the banking sector. In December 1989, the discount rate rose to 4.25 percent. 

The Nikkei stock price index plummeted with a 63 percent decline by the summer of 1992. 

Land prices also fell precipitously and presently continue to fall (see Figure 7). Many real es-

tate firms and construction companies went bankrupt, sharply increasing loan defaults and 

bank losses. Moreover, falling stock prices threatened the ability of banks to meet the capital 

adequacy requirement. As a result, banks reduced their loans, creating a credit crunch in the 
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Japanese economy.

Fourth, after the bubble burst, the Japanese economy and the banking sector experienced a 

prolonged stagnation. In contrast to the US experience, financial hardships of Japanese banks 

were compounded by a continuous rise in non-performing loans caused by the prolonged re-

cession. All these situations ended up as a vicious circle of the banking crisis. Business bank-

ruptcies increased non-performing loans and depressed the stock prices of banks, which in turn 

further weakened the capacity of banks to make loans and worsened the credit crunch. Bad 

loans of banks are estimated to be around $1 trillion (Ozawa, 1999). In contrast, US banks ex-

perienced a short term credit crunch during the crisis in 2008. However, the aggregate lending 

of US banks has recovered and even increased beyond the level before the crisis.

Failed reform during the post-crisis (post-bubble burst) period in Japan explains the pro-

longed problems of the Japanese banking sector. In general, in order to reform the banking 

sector suffering from large non-performing loans (due to the collapse of real-estate markets 

and stock markets), the government needs to restructure troubled banks, and to inject equity 

into solvent but undercapitalized banks.3 The Japanese government allocated ¥60 trillion to re-

form the banking sector, but it was insufficient. The governments allowed or encouraged 

banks to continue evergreening.4 Weak banks had extended additional credit to troubled firms 

so that the firms could make interest payments on outstanding loans. In order to maintain re-

 3 As a banking sector reform would incur write-off non-performing loans (i.e., no more revolving loans to 
failing borrowers), financial loss to investors (both equity holders and unprotected creditors to banks) and a 
failure of insolvent banks, a short term economic set-back (such as a surge in failing borrowers, their busi-
ness partners, and unemployment in the failing banks) was inevitable.

 4 Facing a growing budget deficit and a voting public weary of funding bank bailouts, the Japanese govern-
ments have an incentive to avoid an even larger surge in unemployment and firm bankruptcies, as well as 
limiting the financial costs associated with massive bank bailouts or failures.

Figure 7 Quarterly trends of the average Land Price Index of all urban land in Japan.

Source: Japan Real Estate Institute (JREI)
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quired capital ratios, and to limit the growth in reported problem loans on their own balance 

sheets, troubled banks made such evergreening loans and avoided or delayed the bankruptcy 

of borrowing firms (Peek and Rosengren, 2005). As a result, after the bankruptcy of three large 

banks and securities companies in 1997, the Japanese banking sector experienced no more 

large failures. However, failed reform in the Japanese banking sector led to its slow recovery.

4.　Hypothesis

Compared to past literature on banking and financial crises, we analyze the factors affecting 

banking sector activity and performance in the US during 2001–2014, including both pre- and 

post-crisis periods. In particular, we examine the factors affecting the recent recovery of the 

banking sectors. Our paper tries to identify the effects of macro-economic conditions (espe-

cially real-estate market prices) and the risks of banks on their activities before and after the 

crisis. We have developed four hypotheses as below.

H1: Macro-economic conditions affect the lending volume of banks.

Specifically, we test how real-estate market price levels affect aggregate credit supply (to 

households and corporations) even after controlling for macro-economic conditions. As a large 

credit supply is linked to asset price increases before banking crises in other countries and in 

other time periods (Mian and Sufi, 2014; Rajan and Ramcharan, 2015), we expect that total 

loans and household loans would increase with housing price increases. Real-estate market 

price is expected to influence bank approval of loans secured by real-estate.

H2: The effects of the real-estate market on lending depend on lending channels.

We examine whether banks in an MSA with a large negative shock to its real-estate market 

reduce lending to households and corporations separately. Their credits and the size of bank 

loans are expected to differ depending on borrowers.

H3: The economic crisis would affect the profitability of the banking sector.

We examine how the economic crisis affects the profitability of the banking sector across 

MSAs. The large negative economic shock would yield a lot of non-performing loans, which 

would affect the profitability of the banking sector.

H4: The effects of bank risks and macro-economic conditions on bank activities would 
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change before, during and after the 2007 crisis.

As there have been structural changes in the economy after the 2007 crisis, we separate the 

period into three sub-periods based on the 2007 subprime mortgage crisis and examine the 

above hypotheses in each sub-period. The pre-crisis period is from 2001:1Q to 2007:2Q, the 

during-crisis period is from 2007:3Q to 2009:2Q and the post-crisis period is from 2009:3Q to 

2014:4Q.

5.　DATA and Methodology

5. 1.　DATA sources

We construct a quarterly banking sector dataset for 370 Metropolitan Statistical Areas 

(MSA) from the first quarter of 2001 through the fourth quarter of 2014.

Our data come from several sources. We collect bank information from Consolidated Re-

ports of Condition and Income (Call Reports) from the Federal Financial Institutions Examina-

tion Council (FFIEC). We also collect branch-level deposits from Summary of Deposits 

(SOD) database of the FDIC. In addition, MSA-level macro-economic conditions such as pop-

ulation and real GDP per capita are from Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). The Housing 

Price Index (HPI) is collected from Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA). Treasury bill 

rates are obtained from Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) and monetary aggregate vari-

ables are retrieved from Federal Reserve Board (FRB).

We construct banking information for each MSA by aggregating all information of bank- 

branches located in the given MSA. When a bank has multiple branches in multiple MSAs, we 

assume that the branch in an MSA has the bank’s property (assets, loans, capital, and so on) in 

proportion of its deposits over the total deposits of the bank. We assume that proportion of de-

posit of a branch over the total deposits of the bank is constant for a given year.

We exclude banks with zero total asset and branches with zero total deposit. We also ex-

clude banks and branches which have no MSA information. We winsorize the deposit, 

bank-level, and MSA-level variables at the top and bottom 1% of the distribution of each vari-

able. The final sample consists of 20,720 MSA-quarter observations.

Table 1 provides definitions and constructions of all the variables used in this study along 

with their sources.
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5. 2　Methodology56

Bank activities are measured through their credit supply to borrowers. A lending decisions 

depends on macro-economic conditions as well as banking sector conditions in each MSA. 

The following fixed effects model is used to test bank lending decision.

Total loan Ratioit=β0+β1··Bit－1+β2HHIjt+β3··Xit+ωi+µt+εjt (1)

 5 For example, Total assets is the bank level variable and is calculated by summing of assets of all banks in 
each MSA. But HPI is defined at the MSA level. Each MSA has a unique HPI value. T-Bill and M2/GDP 
are macro level variables, so all MSAs have the same T-bill and M2/GDP values.

 6 Wholesale funding refers to the sum of federal funds purchased, securities sold under agreements to repur-
chase, subordinated notes and debentures, brokered deposits, other borrowed money, deposits in foreign 
offices, and uninsured long-term deposits (Kim, 2015).

Table 1 Definitions of the variables and data sources

Each variable is measured at the level specified at the source5

Note: Consolidated Reports of Condition and Income (Call Reports); Federal Financial Institutions Examination 
Council (FFIEC); Summary of Deposits (SOD); Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA); Federal Housing Finance 
Agency (FHFA); Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED); Federal Reserve Board (FRB)
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Total loan ratioit is the value of the aggregate credit supply to households, firms and others 

over aggregate bank assets for MSA i at time t. Bit－1includes banking sector level variables 

such as Total assets, ROA, BIS ratio, Core deposit Ratio and NPL Ratio for each MSA. To re-

duce endogeneity issues, we use lagged variables. HHIt is the Herfinahl-Hirschman Index as a 

proxy of the banking sector market structure variable. Xit denotes MSA and macro level vari-

ables which include HPI, Population, Per capita GDP, T-bill and M2/GDP for MSA i at time 

t. ωi is an unobserved MSA-fixed effect, µt is a time-fixed effect, and εjt is assumed to be seri-

ally and cross-sectionally uncorrelated error term.

We also test different lending channels. The following two fixed effects models are used to 

test lending decisions for different lending channels to households and business borrowers.

Household loan ratioit= β0+β1 Bit－1+β2··HHIjt+β3··Xit+ωi+µt+εjt (2)

C&I loan ratioit= β0+β1 Bit－1+β2··HHIjt+β3··Xit+ωi+µt+εjt (3)

Household loan ratioit is the value of the aggregate credit supply to households over aggre-

gate bank assets for MSA i at time t. It includes household loans secured by real-estate proper-

ties, car loans and credit card loans. The portion of household loans secured by real-estate 

properties accounts for almost 89% of household loans. Similarly, C&I loan ratioit is the value 

of the aggregate credit supply to corporations over aggregate bank assets for MSA i at time t.

We also estimate the effects of the macro-economic conditions and banking sector condi-

tions to the non-performing loan. NPL Ratio is the aggregate non-performing loan  ratio over 

total aggregate loans of its MSA. It represents financial health and risk-taking of the banking 

sector in MSA. As equation (4) shows, we use the lagged lending ratios of the banking sector.

NPL Ratioit= β0+β1·Bit－1+β2 HHIjt+β3··Xit+β4··Household loan ratioit－1 

+β4··C&I loan ratioit－1+ωi+µt+εjt (4)

Finally, we estimate the effects of the macro-economic conditions and banking sector condi-

tions on banking sector profitability. ROA is the return on aggregate assets of banks in an 

MSA, which represents their profitability. And loan ratio variables are included to test how the 

lending activity of a banking sector affects its profitability.

ROAit= β0+β1 HHIjt+β2··Bit-1+β3··Xit+β4··Household loan ratioit－1 

+β4··C&I loan ratioit－1+ωi+µt+εjt (5)

In order to see the effects of the subprime mortgage crisis, we separate the period into three 

sub-periods based on the crisis and we implement the four regressions above for each period.
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5. 3.　Variables

Table 2 provides detailed statistics of variables at the MSA level. Assets and loans have 

steadily increased regardless of the crisis. ROA is highest before the crisis and lowest during 

the crisis, recovering somewhat after the crisis. NPL Ratio sharply increases from the 

during-crisis period. In the post-crisis period, NPL Ratio is four times higher than that in the 

pre-crisis period. HPI is the highest value in the during-crisis period. In the post-crisis period, 

HPI is not fully recovered to the level in the during-crisis period.

6. Empirical Results

6. 1.　Univariate test

To examine the relation between a credit supply and bank risks or HPI, we run univariate 

tests for Total loan ratio. First, we sorted MSAs into five groups according to the HPI, Total 

assets and Total loan ratios. Then, we compare the group mean of the highest quintile group 

with that of the lowest quintile group.

Table 3 shows the differences in the highest quintile group and the lowest quintile group 

based on whole periods and sub-periods. The mean differences of some of bank-related vari-

ables vary across time. When MSAs are sorted based on their housing price indices, the mean 

of total loan ratio of the highest group is higher than the lowest group in the pre-crisis and the 

during-crisis periods. However, in the post-crisis period, the mean of total loan ratio of the 

highest group is lower than the lowest group the in pre-crisis. This suggests that during the 

post-crisis period, banks in MSAs with lower housing price indices lend more loans to bor-

rowers than those in higher housing price indices. In addition, during the crisis, ROA and NPL 

are lower in MSAs with higher HPIs than those with lower HPIs. Before and after the crisis 

periods, the MSAs with the high HPI have higher ROA values and lower NPL ratios. But 

during the crisis, the MSAs with the high HPI have a lower ROA value and higher NPLs.

This can be interpreted that the high housing price yields negative effects to the profitability 

during the crisis. Although the profitability has improved after the crisis, bank profitability is still 

lower in MSAs with high HPIs. Average NPL Ratio has increased in both high HPI MSAs and 

low HPI MSAs. The effect of housing price to non-performing loans is reversed during the crisis.

When we sort MSAs into quintiles based on the size of total assets, the average of some of 

the bank-related variables in MSAs with high total assets and low total assets also change 
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qualitatively across time. During the crisis, average ROA in MSAs with large assets is lower 

than that in MSAs with small assets. In contrast, in pre and post-crisis periods, average ROA 

in MSAs with large assets is higher than that in MSAs with small assets.

When we sort MSAs into quintiles based on the size of total loan ratios, the average of 

some of the bank-related variables in MSAs with high total loan ratios and low total loan ra-

tios also change qualitatively across time. For example, in the pre-crisis period, MSAs with 

higher total loan ratios show lower NPLs than MSAs with lower total loan ratios. However, 

during-crisis and post-crisis periods, MSAs with higher total loan ratios show higher NPLs 

than MSAs with lower total loan ratios. In addition, in the the pre-crisis period, MSAs with 

higher total loan ratios show higher ROAs than MSAs with lower total loan ratios. But, in 

during-crisis and post-crisis periods, MSAs with higher total loan ratios show lower ROAs. 

This result suggests that heavy bank-lending turned into non-performing loans and led to low-

er ROAs for banks.

The analysis suggests that market conditions and bank-related variables such as HPI, total 

assets and total loan ratios in MSAs affect loan ratios and performance differently across time 

periods. Consequently, we need to run multivariate regressions across time separately.

6. 2.　Multivariate Regression

Table 4 shows the effects of bank risks and macro-economic conditions on bank lending de-

cisions. We measure the lending decisions of banks through total loan ratios, household loan 

ratios and C&I loan ratios.

Panel A shows that HPI has positive effects on Total loan ratio (see column 1), showing that 

banks in MSAs with high real-estate prices increase their lending to their borrowers. ROA has 

a positive and significant coefficient. The coefficient of Total assets is negative, showing that 

banks do not increase their lending when their size increases. This suggests that banks with 

large assets have higher ‘charter value’ and try to protect the value by taking fewer risks. 

Banks with higher reliance on Deposits for their funding have lower  lending.

Panel A also shows that the effects of HPI vary depending on the lending channels. The co-

efficients of HPI for Household loan ratio are positive values while the coefficients of HPI for 

C&I loan ratio are negative values and significant. However, the effects of some bank charac-

teristics remain qualitatively the same. The coefficients of Total assets and those of core- 

deposit ratio are all negative regardless of lending channels.

Panels B to D show that some of our results vary across time periods. In Panel B, in pre-cri-
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sis period, HPI has a positive effect on Total loan ratio (see column 1). But HPI does not have 

a significant effect during and after the crisis. These results suggest that real-estate price is an 

important determinant before the crisis but not afterwards. However, when we consider lend-

ing channels, HPI has positive effects on household loans and negative effects on loans to 

commercial and industrial loans. Note that the coefficient size of HPI on Household loans de-

Table 4 Effects of bank risks and macro-economic conditions to the lending decisions

This table provides the effects of bank risks and macro-economic conditions on total loan ratio, household loan 
ratio and C&I loan ratio as a proxy for the lending decisions of banks. Pre-crisis period is from 2001:1Q to 
2007:2Q, During-crisis period is from 2007:3Q to 2009:2Q and Post-crisis period is from the 2009:3Q to 
2014:4Q. Each regression includes quarterly dummies and MSA dummies to control for time and MSA fixed ef-
fects. T-statistics based on standard errors clustered by MSA and robust to heteroskedasticity are reported in the 
parentheses. ***, **, * represent significance at the 1%, 5%, 10% levels, respectively.
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clines over time. The effects of ROA also change over time. While ROA has positive and sig-

nificant effects in the pre-crisis period in Panel B, it has negative and significant effects in the 

post-crisis period in Panel D. Before the crisis, banks with high profitability have more loans 

than banks with low profitability. But after the crisis, the coefficients of ROA for Total loan 

ratio and Household loan ratio become negative and significant while ROA has a positive and 

significant effect on commercial loans. These results suggest that more profitable banks have 

lowered their exposure to household loans after the crisis.

Table 5 provides the effects of bank risks and macro-economic conditions to the non-per-

forming loans. First, the coefficient of HPI is negative before and during the crisis. However, it 

Table 4 (Continued)
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Table 5 Effects of bank risks and macro-economic conditions to non-performing loans

This table shows the effects of bank risks and macro-economic conditions to the non-performing loan ratio in 
equation (4). Pre-crisis is from 2001:1Q to 2007:2Q, During-crisis is from 2007:3Q to 2009:2Q and Post-crisis 
is from the 2009:3Q to 2014:4Q. Each regression includes quarterly dummies and MSA dummies to control for 
time and MSA fixed effects. T-statistics based on standard errors clustered by MSA and robust to hetero-skedas-
ticity are reported in the parentheses. ***, **, * represent significance at the 1%, 5%, 10% levels, respectively.
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Table 6 Effects of bank risks and macro-economic conditions to the profitability

This table shows the effects of bank risks and macro-economic conditions on bank profitability in equation (5). 
Pre-crisis is from 2001:1Q to 2007:2Q, During-crisis is from 2007:3Q to 2009:2Q and Post-crisis is from the 
2009:3Q to 2014:4Q. Each regression includes quarterly dummies and MSA dummies to control for time and 
MSA fixed effects. T-statistics based on standard errors clustered by MSA and robust to heteroskedasticity are 
reported in the parentheses. ***, **, * represent significance at the 1%, 5%, 10% levels, respectively.
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is positive but not significant after the crisis. As a result, banks in MSAs with high HPIs do not 

necessarily show lower non-performing loans. Second, before the crisis, more loans reduce 

NPL Ratio regardless of lending channels. But during the crisis, the coefficient of Household 

loan ratio is insignificant. In the post-crisis period, the coefficient of Household loan ratio is a 

positive and significant value after the crisis. After the crisis, banks with high exposure to 

household loans show a higher non-performing loan ratio. Third, the coefficients of C&I loan 

ratio are negative and significant regardless of time period. Fourth, banks with higher reliance 

on deposits show lower NPLs.

Table 6 shows the factors affecting bank profitability. Banks in MSAs with higher HPI show 

lower ROAs. MSAs with high household loans show lower ROAs in the post-crisis period while 

they showed higher ROAs in the pre-crisis period. The coefficients of NPL Ratio are largely neg-

ative and significant for every period. One interesting point is that BIS Ratio and Core deposit 

Ratio are positive and significant only after the crisis. These results suggest that the financial 

soundness and stability of bank funding structure become more important for surviving banks

7. Conclusion

This paper examines the factors affecting bank activities before and after the crisis in 2007 

using quarterly information on all commercial banks in the US from 2001 to 2014. Our analy-

sis shows that banking sector activities in MSAs depend on MSA-level economic conditions. 

After the crisis, MSAs with higher real-estate price indices show still higher bank loans to 

households while they show lower commercial and industrial loans. NPLs are higher in MSAs 

with higher household loans. In contrast, NPLs are lower in MSAs with lower commercial and 

industrial loans. Consequently, ROA of the banking sector is higher in MSAs with lower 

real-estate price indices.

Our analysis provides important implications for the recovery and financial health of surviv-

ing banks after experiencing a crisis. In the post-crisis period, surviving banks show large 

credit supply and improved performance. Furthermore, even without the recovery of the 

real-estate markets, some surviving banks show improved performance. As US banks have ex-

perienced large failures of weak banks in the post-crisis period, the recovery might be the out-

come of restructuring in the financial sector.

This study also yields important implications for the Japanese banking sector. While both 

the US and Japan experienced a bubble burst in the real-estate market and suffering of finan-

cial firms, the recovery trajectory of the banking sector in each country differed. While the US 
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and Japanese banking sector shared similarities in their lending before the bubble burst, the 

US banking sector restructured, but the Japanese banking sector did not. Such differences 

might have led to different recovery processes.

To be clear, our interpretation of the results does not establish causation as it is possible that 

originally stronger banks survived. Future studies can use bank-level information to examine 

the factors affecting the cause of high credit supply before the 2008 crisis and factors affecting 

the recovery after the crisis.
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